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MISSIONAL BUSINESS FORUM 2018

MYANMAR & BEYOND:
STRATEGIES & TECHNOLOGIES ALONG THE ROAD
“Myanmar and Beyond” was a Missional Business
Forum jointly organised by SCGM, and our partners
TBN Asia and ACTXplorer and supported by Bartley
Christian Church and Calvary Baptist Church, with an
aim to encourage prayer and thinking for Missional
Business to engage the Asian countries in the Belt and
Road Initiative.
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spoke and engaged
the audience with his
take on the
opportunities for
business coaching as
an approach for developing
the region in his topic entitled,
“The Business of Catalysing Powerful Conversations
– Through Kingdom-inspired Technology”.
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Last but not the least,
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Services and Manpower
as a Business which Transforms Destiny”and urged
action as Myanmar is a great source of manpower
for Singapore and the region.

Over a hundred participants attended the half day forum which included tea break visits with the 4 business
booths set by ACTXplorer, ACTSmarket, Mastercoach App and SMB Network.
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